Guidosimplex

Freedom to Drive
Guidosimplex, when translated from Latin means “Simple Driving” or “Driving made simple”, was founded in 1959 when our first range of Technical driving solutions for people with a reduced mobility capacity, in particular Paraplegic’s, was presented to the “Italian Ministry of Transport”.

These devices respected the safety requirements imposed by the Ministry of Transport and consequently “Patente F” (Driving license for disabled people) became available for the first time in Italian history.
Our endeavour to offer quality solutions has remained unchanged for over 50 years and together with our innovative designs and technology has distinguished us as the pioneering force within the industry globally.
Our Research & Development department is equipped with the most advanced "State Of The Art" machinery available on today’s market which ensures that our solutions keep pace with the ever evolving Motor Industry. Our expansion has created a solid network of highly qualified distributors across Europe and beyond capable of satisfying and fulfilling specific country requirements and regulations. In order to respect these requirements Guidosimplex created “Universal Kits” compatible with all vehicles and End User necessities. The approvals received from various Ministry’s together with no-objection documents from various Car Manufacturers has ensured that our products are created in accordance with acknowledged laws and regulations.

We offer both “off of the shelf” and “Customised” solutions depending on individual needs and all of our devices have been developed by our in house research team and come with CAD 3D approval.
Technology, Innovation and Reliability
This is our Mentality, this is Guidosimplex...
With over 450 Service Centers worldwide we’ve never been closer to you and your needs....
The OverRing Accelerator, refinished in stylish Italian leather, has been the Guidosimplex trademark for many years, in order to accelerate simply apply pressure on any point of the ring. The safety of the End User is vital therefore we have preserved the correct functionality of the Airbag and acceleration is automatically inhibited whenever sudden braking is required.

The new QR – Quick Release – feature, means that conventional driving can be reinstated by simply pushing a button the Over ring can be removed without interfering with any of the electronic connections. Acceleration is only possible when the Over ring has been positioned correctly.

Thanks to CR2 this accelerator can also function via Radio.
The Ghost is an innovative and revolutionary approach to acceleration and is the result of over 60 years experience, its allows the End User to accelerate in total comfort as it is positioned tightly underneath the original steering wheel, in order to accelerate simply perform a smooth downward rotary movement which may be either clockwise or anticlockwise. This unique design renders the entire device unobtrusive to the point that it is almost invisible, hence its name “The Ghost”. This device comes complete with both UN-EC and Italian Ministry of Transport approvals.

Thanks to CR2 this accelerator can also function via Radio.
Hand Held Electronic “Pen” Accelerator

This unique design means that you can hold the device comfortably between your fingers and still hold the steering wheel correctly. Acceleration is obtained by gently applying downward pressure with your thumb, the electronics of this device interface with the original electronics of the vehicle ensuring performance and guaranteeing safety.
The F1 Evo is the only Stationary Floor Mounted Accelerator and Brake Lever available on today’s market, this means that the entire external structure of the lever remains Stationary whilst the internal mechanism and handgrip perform the movement required to brake and accelerate. This unique feature ensures that leg friction has been eliminated and that seat regulation is still possible.

For secondary functions you can choose between the 898 incorporated Joystick (5 functions) or to use our 1094 steering knob device (11 functions).
This new long arm Brake Lever represents our most up-to-date generation of levers. Manufactured entirely from aluminium and coated with embossed rubber, ensuring convenience and durability. Specifically designed to maintain that “renowned Made in Italy” look and by doing so we have ensured a perfection integration with the vehicles original aesthetics. This device respects perfectly all current legislations as it is also fitted with dedicated buttons for the activation of the horn and a brake locking system for those tricky hill starts and for the correct usage of automatic vehicles.
The lever is attached to a dedicated bracket which is precisely positioned on the original anchoring points of the drivers’ seat, by doing so we have eliminated any encumbrances from underneath the steering wheel and have maintained the original features of the steering wheel (up/down movement of the steering wheel if this is an original feature of the vehicle).

The handgrip which is refinshed in soft Italian leather comes complete with two dedicated buttons one for the activation of the horn and one for the brake locking system designed for those tricky hill starts and for the correct usage of automatic vehicles.
The Servo-Clutch or as it is more commonly know by “The Duck” because of the prominent beak, is the end result gleaned from years of professional driving experience of pilots such as Alessandro Zanardi, Albert Llovera and Clay Regazzoni. Their feedback has enabled us to bring the concept of servo clutches to an unprecedented level in terms of technology and versatility. This product offers the end user three driving modes: 1st Automatic, 2nd semiautomatic, 3rd Manual capable of addressing various environments such as “City, Mountain, Uphill, Downhill…” etc. This is a suitable solution for all vehicle types including low powered vehicles. This solution coexists with the original clutch and can be deactivated with the flick of a switch returning the vehicle to the conventional clutch mode.
Full Automatic Clutch “DFS”

Infra Red Clutch Knob

As with the Duck the Syncro Drive has also been professionally tested with optimum results. We have positioned an infra red sensor strategically on the clutch knob, once this sensor is covered the original clutch pedal is automatically depressed allowing the end user to change gear freely, as with the Duck the Syncro Drive eliminates the usage of the original clutch pedal completely. The Syncro Clutch can be regulated to suit individual needs and driving modes as the clutch is completely managed by the ECU.

This solution coexists with the original clutch and can be deactivated with the flick of a switch returning the vehicle to the conventional clutch mode.
The Seg-T01 is a small but effective detachable transfer seat available for both driver or passenger usage. Light but sturdy, the Seg-T01 ensures a safe, independent and easy transfer.
Stand-up

Transfer seat

This powered transfer seat is available for both driver and/or passenger usage, it can be regulated to a maximum height of 300mm and can support a maximum load of 120Kg.
Why occupy car space unnecessarily! The L-700 offers a practical and quick solution to wheelchair storage utilising the roof of your vehicle, it’s horizontal opening mechanism makes it a market leader in terms of quality and flexibility for the end user.

Both right and left side solutions are readily available and the ABS coating means that it can be modified to match the colour of the vehicle.

Width Closed: 1290mm  
Width Open: 2230mm  
Total height occupied: 550mm  
Weight: 54Kg
We have a wide range of readily available hoists with various features ranging from electronic to lifting accessories and also lifting capacity ranging between 40Kg to 150Kg in all cases electronic rotation is available.
The pedal guard ensures that no interference with the original pedals may occur during driving. This protective device can be easily removed whenever necessary.
When you chose a GUIDOSIMPLEX product it means that you have chosen Quality Safety and Everything in between. Guidosimplex taking you places.

www.guidosimplex.it
Email: infoclient@guidosimplex.it
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The products indicated in the catalogue may change, please contact one of our authorized dealers.